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Introduction
In the process of training a visually impaired patient, isolated 
targets can sometimes be useful. These paddles are especially 
helpful in training a patient to use a telescope or to evaluate or train 
a patient in the use of eccentric viewing, but their use is certainly 
not limited to these applications. For targets the paddles have 
single numbers, or “optotypes”, like one would find on a visual 
acuity chart. The paddles have handles which makes it easy to 
move the paddles and to reverse them, changing the side that is 
visible to the patient.

A central concept in training with these paddles is that we will 
begin with a relatively easy task, and incrementally built skills to 
more complex levels which resemble real world situations. This is 
especially true when used to train in the use of telescopes.

Description of the Paddles
The set consists of six paddles, a pair for each of three sizes of 
optotype. For each pair, one of the paddles is blank on one side. 
The optotypes are LEA NUMBERS®, and the sizes are printed on 
the paddles: 200 feet (60 meters), 80 feet (24 meters) and 32 feet 
(9.5 meters). These distances in feet or meters represent how far 
away you would need to hold the paddle for a person with 20/20 
(6/6) vision to be barely able to identify the optotype. The paddles 
change size in logMAR steps of 0.4.

The paddles are not designed to measure visual acuity. Since 
each optotype stands by itself, without a “crowding effect” from 
surrounding optotypes, the paddles are not well suited for accurate 
visual acuity determination. 

Selecting the Correct Paddle Based on  
Visual Acuity
Working in feet (Snellen equivalent) – Think of your visual acuity 
with a paddle as being the training distance over the optotype size. 
For example, if you are working at 10 feet and using the 80 feet 
optotype, think of this as 10/80. To convert to a Snellen equivalent 

multiply the top and bottom of the fraction so that the top equals 
20. In our example of 10/80, you would have to multiply the top by 
2 to get 20, so if you multiply the top and bottom by 2 you get an 
equivalent of 20/160. If your patient has measured visual acuity of 
20/200, the 10/80 optotype will likely be too small to discern easily. 
To insure the patient can see the number on the paddle, go up to 
the 200 feet optotype, which is equal to 20/400, which should be 
plenty large enough for your 20/200 patient.

Working in meters (Snellen equivalent) – Think of your visual acuity 
with a paddle as being the training distance over the optotype 
size. For example, if you are working at 3 meters and using the 
24M optotype, think of this as 3/24. To convert to a distance visual 
acuity equivalent multiply the top and bottom of the fraction so 
that the top is equal to the visual acuity test distance. Say your 
patient has distance visual acuity of 6/60. Our 24M paddle at 
3 meters (3/24) would be equal to 6/48, which will likely be too 
small to discern easily. To insure the patient can see the number 
on the paddle, go up to the 60M optotype. At the 3 meter training 
distance (3/60) you have an equivalent of 6/120, which should be 
plenty large enough for your 6/60 patient.

The visual acuity equivalent can be changed by altering the test 
distance as well as the optotype size. For example, if your 20/200 
(6/60) patient is unable to see the 80 feet (24M) target at 10 feet 
(3 meters) you could move closer and not change the paddle 
optotype size. Reducing the training distance to 7 feet (2 meters) 
results in an equivalent visual acuity of 7/80 (2/24). Multiply top and 
bottom by 3 this time to get 20/240 (6/72), which should be large 
enough for your 20/200 (6/60) patient.

Remember to not mix units (feet and meters) in this process. 
For example, 24M optotypes at 10 feet leaves you with a very 
erroneous fraction of 10/24.

Note to the mathematically averse - Notice that I did not get out a 
calculator and work this out to a fraction two paragraphs back. If 
I did I would have multiplied top and bottom by 2.86 if working in 
feet, for a result of 20/229. Estimating is good enough and, in fact, 
you don’t even have to be this mathematical if you don’t care to. If 
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the patient is unable to see the paddle you’re using, simply move 
closer until he or she can see it or get a larger paddle and forget 
the math.

Monocular Hand-Held Telescope Training
Begin using the supplied short section of PVC pipe (“Training 
Tube”) and paddles that are large enough to be seen without 
magnification. Let’s assume our patient is 20/200 (6/60).  If we use 
the large paddle at 10 feet (3 meters) our patient should be fine. 
Let’s also assume our goal for this patient is to use a 5X monocular 
telescope to improve the visual acuity to 20/40 (6/12). After one 
initial exercise we’ll begin with the Training Tube, which has a visual 
field of over 20 degrees. This is probably wider than any telescope 
you will ever use for distance spotting. With the wide field and 
no optics to increase the difficulty of use, this will be our easiest 
step. Our objective here is to begin simple and progress to the 
prescribed device. So, after using the Training Tube we’ll move to 
an easy-to-use telescope, then to the final telescope. Proceed  
as follows:

1. Position yourself 10 feet (3 meters) in front of your patient, who 
is wearing his or her regular distance glasses, if applicable. 
Hold the 200 feet (60M) paddles in front of you, one in each 
hand, angled so the patient is unable to see the side with 
an optotype. Quickly hold up one paddle with the optotype 
facing the patient and see if she or he can locate it and tell 
you which number is on the paddle. At this point we are doing 
this without using the Training Tube. Return the paddle to the 
central, hidden position. Repeat several times, holding the 
paddle to your right and left and in upper and lower positions. 
This should be fairly easy for the patient and go quickly.

2. Now hand the patient the training tube and continue as in 
#1, having the patient locate the paddle without the Training 
Tube, and then find the target by sighting through the Training 
Tube and identify the target paddle optotype. Between 
presentations, move the paddles between your right and 
left hands to randomize the presentations. Provide positive 
support when your patient does well. Continue until the 
patient can quickly and accurately locate the target paddle 
and identify the optotype while looking through the  
Training Tube.

3. Next, hold up two paddles, one in each hand, having the 
patient identify both optotypes through the Training Tube as 
quickly as possible. Begin with both paddles held high or 
low, then hold one high and one low, continuing to randomize 
the presentations. Of course, the patient will have to move 
between the paddle in your right hand and the one in your left 
hand. Allow the patient to choose the target fixated first, as 
you will be able to tell which target is located by the orientation 
of the Training Tube. You can twist the handle of the paddle 
not being fixated to expose the optotype on the reverse side, 
and change location, and have the patient go between the 
right and left targets as many times as needed to  
demonstrate proficiency.

4. Begin as in #2, but then move the paddle, having the patient 
follow or “track” it as it’s moved, while sighting through the 
Training Tube. Occasionally twist the paddle, exposing the 
optotype on the opposite side of the paddle. Have the patient 
tell you when the number changes and what the new number 
is. Occasionally the optotype will disappear when the blank 
side is exposed. Gradually increase the speed and distance 
the target paddle travels, providing positive support when 
your patient does well. You will need to become mobile at this 
point, walking left and right to increase the path of the target 
paddle. As before, alternate the paddles between hands to 
provide randomization.

5. Hand the patient a pre-focused 2.5X Galilean telescope (or 
something similar in power) in place of the Training Tube 
and switch to the 80 feet (24M) paddles. Repeat #2 and #3 
above, using the same 10 foot (3 meter) training distance. The 
2.5X telescope will enlarge the optotypes 2.5 times, making 
them appear like 200 feet (60M) optotypes, so the patient 
can still see them. This size of optotype would likely not be 
identifiable without the telescope. Encourage the patient that 
the telescope is making it possible for him or her to see detail 
that is not visible with corrective glasses alone.

6. Order the patient how to focus the telescope. Hand the 
telescope to the patient out of focus and have the patient 
focus on one of your 80 feet (24M) paddle optotypes. Repeat 
several times, encouraging the patient to observe blur on each 
side of the clear focus point. Now continue with the tracking 
exercise (#4) as before.

7. Repeat #5, using a 5X Keplerian telescope, and the 32 feet 
(9.5M) paddles. The patient should now be at or near the 
target visual acuity of 20/40 (6/12) and should be able to 
resolve the 32 feet optotype at 10 feet (=10/32 or 20/64). In 
meters this would be 3/9.5 or 6/19.

8. Repeat #6 using the 5X Keplerian telescope, including the 
focusing exercise with appreciation of blur on each side of the 
clear focus. You may work on focusing at different distances, 
such as 5 feet, 10 feet and moving to a hallway where 20 feet 
is possible. You may need to move up one paddle optotype 
size at the 20 foot distance. Continue with the tracking 
exercise once focusing is at least somewhat proficient.

9. Decide on a strategy for scanning the visual environment. 
Often this is something like left to right, drop down, right to 
left, drop down, left to right, etc. Stand at the far side of your 
room, holding a pair of appropriately sized paddles for the 5X 
monocular. Have the patient scan the wall against which you 
are standing, using the scanning method decided on. Make 
sure the patient locates and identifies both optotypes in the 
process. If difficulty is encountered, you can drop down to the 
2.5X Galilean or even the Training Tube, increasing the size of 
the paddle optotypes accordingly, and build back up to the  
5X Keplerian.
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10. Finer points:

a. When you begin, don’t order the patient to use a particular 
hand to hold the Training Tube or telescope. This will allow 
you to evaluate which hand and eye feels most comfortable 
for the patient. If the patient happens to choose the eye with 
worse visual acuity, suggest he or she try the other eye to 
see if that can work. Sometimes the patient will do better 
using the dominant eye or the dominant hand instead of the 
eye with better visual acuity, but that is going to require a 
stronger telescope with, most likely, a narrower field of view. 
So encourage use of the eye with better visual acuity when 
possible, but be flexible if there is not a large difference 
between the eyes.

b. Typically the patient will use the hand on the same side as 
the eye used (e.g. right hand for right eye). Occasionally a 
patient may have a better eye on the opposite side as the 
better hand or arm, in which case you may have to provide 
extra training in how to hold the telescope with, say, the 
right hand over the left eye.

c. If a tremor is present or the patient is having a difficult time 
aligning the Training Tube or telescope, show the patient 
how to steady the hand holding the Training Tube or 
telescope against the eyebrow.

d. In some instances the patient may have difficulty ignoring 
the image from the eye not using the telescope, especially 
if that eye is or was the dominant eye. You may consider 
training the patient to use the hand opposite of the eye used 
with the telescope, holding the wrist of that hand in front of 
the eye not using the telescope. For example, if the patient 
uses the left eye for the telescope, but has trouble ignoring 
the image from the right eye, use the right hand to hold the 
telescope in front of the left eye, but in such a way that the 
wrist of the right hand blocks the right eye.

e. If at any time the patient is not able to see the optotypes 
you’re using, move a little closer or, if not already using the 
largest optotypes, switch to paddles with larger optotypes. 
Similarly, if the patient seems to be accomplishing the task 
too easily, back up or try a smaller paddle optotype. As 
mentioned previously, these paddles are not intended for 
the measurement of visual acuity, so there may be times 
when you will use a test distance or paddle optotype size 
that does not precisely match the calculation.

f. When you get to steps #7 and #8 you will have to make 
a decision about whether or not to continue to use the 
patient’s corrective glasses. A wider field may be obtained 
by removing the glasses, but the telescope is more likely 
to get used if the patient can learn to employ the telescope 
with glasses in place. Remember to fold the eye cup over 
(on most monoculars) if the glasses are worn to get the 
telescope eyepiece lens closer to the eye.

g. It may be possible to abbreviate this process to two 

magnification levels instead of three when visual acuity is 
better. Likewise, it may be possible to forego some steps in 
an unusually adept patient.

h. Similar exercises can easily be devised for spectacle 
mounted telescopes, such as bioptics. 

Evaluating Eccentric Viewing
Begin by determining which optotypes are large enough for the 
patient to see at the distance you’ve chosen, as described in the 
telescope training section. For example, assume your patient has 
visual acuity of 20/320 (6/96). If you work at 5 feet (1.5M) the 
80 feet (24M) optotypes would be represented as 5/80 (1.5/24). 
Multiplying top and bottom by 4 yields 20/320 (6/96). As you can 
see, this is just barely large enough. Since the paddles are not 
designed to measure visual acuity, you may find differences from 
what you expected. Don’t let that frustrate you. If the predicted 
paddles are not able to be resolved just move a little closer, or 
switch to the 200 feet (60M) paddles, which should be plenty large 
enough at 5 feet (1.5M) for this patient.

Occlude the eye not tested and order the patient to look directly 
between your eyes. If they have already become aware of their 
eccentric viewing practice, order them to not use it at this point, 
but to look directly at your eyes such that your eyes become very 
blurred and distorted or completely disappear. While the patient 
is doing this, position a single paddle by the side of your face. Ask 
the patient to comment on how easy it is to identify the optotype 
on the paddle as you move it in a circle around your face. You will 
need to switch hands as you cross the midline with the paddle and 
you will need to constantly remind the patient to fixate between 
your eyes. Try to determine the location of best vision in terms 
of clock hours (from the patient’s perspective). The position of 
best eccentric viewing will be 6 clock hours from the position of 
the paddle when best vision of the optotype was obtained. For 
example, if the paddle was clearest when held at 8:00, the image 
of your face should be clearest when the patient uses an eccentric 
viewing position of 2:00 from your face, again from the patient’s 
perspective. You should train your patient to fix their gaze at 2:00 
when trying to identify a person’s face, viewing a television, etc.

An alternate (or additional) technique would be to determine the 
position of eccentric viewing by having the patient follow the 
paddle as you make the circle around your face. In this case you 
would have your patient tell you which paddle position results in 
the clearest, most complete image of your face. It may be more 
difficult for the patient to maintain fixation on an optotype which is 
in motion rather than your stationary face.

With each method, you must also consider how far to hold the 
paddle away from the center of your eyes. For most patients, 
this should be from 3 to 10 degrees. The worse the vision, the 
larger the central blind spot is likely to be, and the further away 
you should hold your paddle. For example, if the patient’s vision 
is 20/100, 3 degrees would be a reasonable distance, but for a 
person with 20/400 vision, closer to 8 degrees would be more 
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appropriate. Here’s a simple way to estimate these angles: For a 
5 foot working distance, which works well for this type of training, 
one inch is approximately equal to one degree, so hold the paddle 
so the optotype center is about 3 inches from the center of your 
eyes for a patient with 20/100 vision and maintain a distance of 
about 8 inches for someone with 20/400 vision. If you’re at ten 
feet, you would simply double these distances. 

Regardless of which method you use, retest to make sure you 
get the same result consistently. It can be difficult or impossible 
in some instances to know whether the patient is fixating with 
her or his anatomical fovea or the PRL. If the angle is very large 
you may be able to tell by where the eye is pointing when your 
face is fixated. If, for example, you can tell the patient’s fixating 
eye is looking above your head when you order him or her to look 
between your eyes, you know the patient is using the PRL, not the 
fovea. Reorder, educating the patient that your eyes may not be 
visible when she or he fixates properly.

Training Eccentric Viewing
Once the method of best eccentric viewing is established, it can 
be very helpful to the patient to reinforce the practice of skilled 
eccentric viewing and build fixation stability at the eccentric 
location. This can be accomplished by variations on the “alternate” 
evaluation method described above.

Select a variety of targets in your clinic. Begin with your face. 
This is a very appropriate target, because many visually impaired 
patients complain of the awkward situations caused by the 
inability to recognize the face of a friend or family member. Order 
the patient to look between your eyes, while holding the 200 feet 
(60M) paddle with the blank side toward the patient in the position 
of best eccentric viewing (such as 2:00 as in the example given 
previously). Have the patient observe that many of your facial 
features are very difficult to see or even completely missing. Now 
turn the paddle so the optotype faces the patient and order the 
patient to “point your eye” toward the paddle. Even if he or she 
cannot identify the optotype as a number, but simply as a black 
blob, that’s OK. The image of your face should now appear more 
complete, using the patient’s “side vision”.

Alter the distance of the paddle from your face and have your 
patient notice how there is a best distance to eccentrically view. 
Alter your training distance many times, from 3 to 14 feet (1 to 4 
meters) and repeat. Encourage your patient to always point the 
eccentric viewing in the same direction and to think about the 
distance of eccentric viewing in terms of an angle amount, not a 
set distance in inches or centimeters. After practicing, the patient 
will learn about how far to fix his or her gaze. When the patient 
begins to build skill at doing this, twist the paddle to return to 
the blank side of the paddle and see if she or he can continue to 
hold the optimal position of eccentric viewing. Alternate between 
showing the side with the optotype and the blank side, gradually 
shifting to spend more time with the blank side.

Now substitute different targets. You can use a television screen, 

a clock on the wall, a painting or photograph. Each time hold 
the paddle in the position of best eccentric viewing and alternate 
between the side with the optotype and the blank side.

Other Uses
These paddles can be used for a variety of tasks, including, but 
not limited to:

• Locating the null point in a patient with nystagmus.

• Use as a target when testing range of extraocular  
muscle function.

• Use as a target for gross confrontation visual fields rather 
than finger counting. The paddle with two 200 feet (60M) 
optotypes, the “6” and the “9” should be used in an arc of 
about 8 inches (20 cm) from the eye. While fixating your nose, 
the patient’s task is to tell you if the 6 or the 9 is being shown. 
You can simply twist the paddle to change the optotype so 
the patient never knows which of the two optotypes is going 
to be presented. Smaller optotypes and/or longer viewing 
distances could be used for discovering blind areas near 
fixation or in the midperiphery.

• Demonstrating visual field loss in a patient with hemianopia.

• Demonstrating field expansion with the Peli prism in a patient 
with hemianopia.

• Building scanning skills to the blind side in a patient  
with hemianopia.

Use your imagination and you’ll find many applications for these 
simple paddles in a vision rehabilitation setting.

Postscript
I appreciate your interest in these paddles and invite your 
comments. Please send any comments for improvements to  
me at:

David Lewerenz, OD, FAAO 
Northeastern State University 
Oklahoma College of Optometry 
1001 N Grand Ave 
Tahlequah OK 74464


